See website: http://thefspc.org/sexuality-2012

“Sexuality 2012 Research, Activism, and
Social Change”
“A groundbreaking panel discussion and gourmet dinner with leadership from The
Kinsey Institute, Foundation for Sex Positive Culture, Pride Foundation, and Tor
Project, who are joining forces for the FIRST TIME”
Featured speakers are listed on the website, name of the security specialist Jacob Appelbaum Social
Activist and Developer, Tor Project the Kinsey Institute apparently hired to create the Kinsey App. So
that all sex crimes are unable to be traced by the FBI, etc., See below I had a mole at the conference.
Kinsey Reporter mobile app: A new method for collecting sex data ...https://slate.com › human-interest
› 2012/09 › kinsey-reporter-mobile-app...”Sep 11, 2012 - Can A Kinsey Mobile App Help Expand Sex
Research Beyond Frisky ... A new app encourages citizen sex researchers to kiss and text.”
Eye-witness account of the 2012 conference; my witness is anonymous, a “right” claimed by conference
attendees. There should be records of the events and statements as she recorded them.
•
•
•

28 references to children’s need for sexual freedom—no need for protection cited.
19 references to “anonymous” and “anonymity” as a right in sex surveys and reports.
3 references to the FBI as problematic for sex survey efforts

Kinsey Institute director, Dr. Julia Heiman says she "cannot separate" herself from the Kinsey
institute. Kinsey institute is trying to maximize anonymity for people in other countries. Her position is
to protect anonymity to the max to protect people from the "FBI."
Heiman: would like to do this electronically but that's "much more difficult" in part because
"if you have information about whether anyone has sexually abused a child or not, you have to give
those records over," indeed "if anyone suspects you have that information, they can come and
subpoena all your records." So obviously this discourages people from giving this information. As a
result, "fighting for the right of information to remains private is a hugely important aspect of the
research they're doing right now." Right now the Kinsey Institute has to "be careful about what kind
of information they can accept" so they don’t get subpoenaed. (Witness comments: IN other words,
with better privacy protections, they can receive information from child molesters and do "research'
on that data without having to worry about turning it over to the authorities.)
This was taped, I am unsure of where I have the tape, but all of the conference should be available via a
Subpoena.

Moderator: "privacy and anonymity are fundamental aspects of personal freedom." [3:44]
"One of the most fundamental human rights, I think, that all of us have is the right to choose

what we reveal about ourselves, and how when we experiment and we learn about ourselves,
and we create ourselves, that we choose to reveal that and then that choice is respected." [10:5511:10] … "surveillance takes away our ability to basically make choices freely." [11:30-11:35]
They want to "remove shame from sexuality." [14:40-14:45]
Where he grew up as a Christian in Idaho, sexuality was "nothing but shameful."
He thinks right now we're in a "sexual renaissance".
The Moderator notes that 10-15 years ago we couldn't have had this conversation. He's advocating
for the "sexual renaissance that we're in the midst of" and "to remove shame from sexuality and to
create a world where our children aren't brought up with the shame that they are brought up with
now."
Moderator notes that "liberal parents end up unconsciously" bringing children up with shame.
Dr. Heiman says she "cannot separate" herself from the Kinsey institute.
Kinsey institute is trying to maximize anonymity for people in other countries.
Her position is to protect anonymity to the max to protect people from the "FBI."
They're concerned about anonymity in Uganda where they're trying to make it a crime to practice
homosexuality.
"Privacy is a necessary because we don't live in a society that is free from stratification and
privilege."[25:25]
Lack of anonymity "might destroy your career, it might destroy your family relations."
"In a sex positive world, we'd all have the ability to be fully self-expressed, exactly how we want to
be, how we're still not there yet, and we're still working towards that. And until then, if you can be
out, be out, but if not, don't risk it and pay attention to things like Facebook." (27:25)
"For people who are out, one choice would be to wear a Kinsey T-shirt."
Another major theme was voting for gay marriage. As Washington has referendum 74 on the ballot
this year, they were advocating for people to approve 74. Dr. Heiman argued that gays need to be
in the community and loving people to change viewpoints (this is from around 31:00):
"What changes people is knowing people."
"That's where being out--or maybe not totally out but a little out, at least letting some people know
what your orientation is. And then you just care so much about these people., and you're doing
such a wonderful job in whatever job they're doing, that experience of knowing them personally, I

think that's changed a lot."--So it's like relational evangelism.
With other states in the play, they're looking to have a "movement moment" which is "so far
beyond just simply marriage."[around 34:47]
"Would you vote against a person of color?" "How will you look back on this later in life?" [~34:00]
[Reporter’s comments: They want to guilt people into supporting gay marriage. This is definitely
one of their main issues right now for the "sex positive" issue. What's next? Not just the 'legislative
aspect" but the "social aspect."]
What is the role of research in social change? (37:25): "How do we make sure that people have
the right to speak freely?" and "to communicate in a network."
They use software to communicate. Speaker seems to be saying they use FBI-type software to
ensure anonymity. His software provides an "infrastructural baseline" which allows them to "do
a lot of things" online, remaining anonymous.
Dr. Heiman: "I don't think really people expected the eruption of reaction to Kinsey's research."
[40:55]
Dr. Heiman: "some of the things we do [in research] may or may not impact social change, by the
way sometimes in ways we don't like." [42:15]
42: One of the things we would love to get in is details on people's stories. Like stories of people's
sexuality who "send it to us when they're 95."
They'd like to do this electronically but that's "much more difficult" in part because "if you have
information about whether anyone has sexually abused a child or not, you have to give those
records over," indeed "if anyone suspects you have that information, they can come and
subpoena all your records." So obviously this discourages people from giving this information. As
a result, "fighting for the right of information to remains private is a hugely important aspect of
the research they're doing right now." IN other words, with better privacy protections, the Kinsey
Institute can receive information from child molesters and do "research' on that data without
having to worry about turning it over to the authorities. (Right now they have to "be careful
about what kind of information they can accept" so they don’t get subpoenaed.)
46:00: Gay guy describing the "Center for Sex Positive Culture" basically has sex "parties." They
have seen an increase in membership requests recently. There's an "upswing in interest."
47:40: "Sometimes we just need permission."

49:00: They're trying to help gay people in small towns "Tim and Harry down the road" come out in
small towns to get people liking gays.
50:10: He's glad that "There are all kinds of gay men on TV now." And this media is "getting people
used to the fact that there's spice out there and presenting it in a way that people can stand around
the water cooler or sit on an airplane and talk about it."
51:15: The software guy is concerned about the Groxford (sp?) decision where software
developers are liable if the developers advocate using the software in an illegal way. SO he made
some kind of software which allowed people to obtain data in an "anonymous" way to "show
alternate cultures" he thinks that would be "fantastic" and "that could have a very positive effect
for one person." He wants "normalization of these things." So why is he worried about this if he
only supports people using anonymous systems? The undertone is that they want to promote
child porn or something. He likes this software because it "normalizes reality" for people who are
isolated.
Dr. Heiman: Of course movies about affairs are a "good thing" because they "allow these things to
be talked about." (57:00)
Question: How to advance a sexually healthy society?
- 59:40: "People need to take a look at what are considered traditional values and to think about
their own lives and, well..." He admits that his 36 years of marriage has "definitely not been without
some dalliances here and there." He says he gets upset when heterosexual friends get engaged
because "almost 99% the man has asked the woman." And "the father still takes the woman down
the aisle and hands her off to the man." That makes him upset. He says about this: "They're still
doing the same old thing". He'd encourage people to investigate and think about it.
1:02:00: The software guy thinks it’s funny that cops use his privacy software...he's criticized for
enabling child pornographers, but he's enabling cops. So he thinks that's weird. He thinks its
"weird" that cops use his software "to look at child porn."
He thinks they should reject legislation that makes it illegal to hide your registration.???
He thinks it's wrong that people have to reveal their home address to vote.
He thinks it's wrong that kink has to have driver's licenses of sex workers.
He would repeal 2257 which requires sex workers to register their ID's with the gov't. He these
kinds of laws are "designed to damage people." And if they are repealed it will allow them to "have
more liberty."

He says we should reject laws that diminish privacy because it usually makes it harder for people to
be homosexuals.
He uses this slippery slope scare-tactic argument that we should reject laws that diminish speech or
privacy because usually their used to "criminalized homosexuality." (105:05)
He thinks that people say we should protect children when in reality we're "destroying all these
other liberties."
1:05:25: The gay guy advocates "raising your kids in a sex positive manner." he wants to give kids
"access to healthy sexual information" and "not buying into gender norms" and "not buying into all that
our culture has put out there." And "if you're someone who wants some dalliances ... embrace that."
"Just because society says it doesn't have to be one way, it doesn't. We get to choose." And she says "It
starts with us raising our kids that way." (She notes: "I'm polyamorous. I have multiple partners.) *Check
who is saying this section – I believe Casey had the gender wrong, it wasn’t a male but a female –
Allena Gobosh

1:06: Dr. Heiman wants to address healthy sexuality. Heiman wants to address child sexuality. She
says that it's a problem in thinking that "if a kid is sexual" then they’ve been abused. What she
admits is taking care of sexual parts of your body and respecting sexual parts and having other
sexual parts. Is there more?
1:09:00 -- says that the Netherlands have "solved many of their sexual health issues" by this
education.
questions from audience:
One question asked about the Kinsey in the 50s and about the history of the movement. How do
they connect what they're doing now with that history?
- Heiman responds: The thing that really moves me about this job ... is the fact that there's
inspirational people. "Kinsey in some cases did save their lives." "Kinsey valued the rare because he
was an evolutionary entomologist."
Heiman also cites the need for academic freedom. She doesn't really answer the question.
The gay guy praises Kinsey for creating a community. He says he's always been in "open
relationships" but Kinsey helped give him a community.
The software guy: says he is being investigated under US espionage act due to his involvement
with Wikileaks. He says "never again" regarding the Holocaust, and "how will we make sure
never again?" He says "We will create a different world."

So he believes in anonymity, Someone said he's glad that Kinsey showed all sexualities are normal.
The other gay guy: We have to "snatch this moment."
One question asked about sexual addiction:
Dr. Heiman responded. "Is there treatment for it? It depends on whether people want to get
treated for it." [120:55]
She says regarding sexual addiction, that if people "have no interest in changing then no treatment
is really effective."
She said "It's tough when you have a behavior where there is so much positive reinforcement."...
One person said he thinks that sexual addiction is "over diagnosed"--people used it as an excuse.
Another question about challenges they face:
Gay guy said we should "be able to talk about children as sexual beings without the fear of
reprisal. For me, that's an area that would be a huge undertaking." [1:24:40]
He wants to advocate: "Raising sex positive children without the fear of reprisal from the
government." [124:55]
Dr. Heiman acknowledged that she’d like to "look at the neural physiology of female orgasm"
because "I don’t think that's really been answered." She says "there's no evolutionary function"
that's known. [125:24]
The software guy advocates an anonymity system.
Dr. Heiman is bummed because some guy was discovered with child porn and it was destroyed.
She wished she could get it without going to jail. 128:30
Question: One girl wants everyone to be able to be "kinky and queer" without getting into trouble.
They want to legalize what they're doing. A man is upset because some things he does are "illegal."
He calls Seattle the "liberal bubble" where people are "safe." . "we're pretty lucky about living
here." "There are plenty of things in this community which we see as gateways to exploring."
He names the "erotic art community" as an example.
So they're trying to make it "safe" for people to do "kinky" things by making it normal.

They have an "education director" "to make it more accessible to the general population."
Then Pepper Schwartz comes up to give the "ask" for money: UW, president of society for
scientific study of sexuality. Marriage of 2 cultures about sexuality: Kinsey is about "research" and
Center is about "sex positive culture." She says they're way more similar than they are different.
She mentions they have common "enemies of pleasure" and the "enemies" of sex positive culture.
She sees a "marriage of research, advocacy, education" 1:44:45) This is necessary for a "foolish,
religiously bound" world (144:55)
Dave, “Tor project” -- sex positive gay pride foundation, something about privacy, security, beyond
naked a production free love
some alina? Creator of sex positive culture, speaks in colleges and conferences, ‘sexual freedom’
advocate, bi/tri etc conference, he was erotic art volunteer, how was he dressed
dr heiman, new friend, brain sciences, etc, dpt at AU, she’s worked on how sexuality changes,
Cong jim midomt, we all love sex???
how many of you are advocates? All of them.
free software speaker for human rights, right to choose what we reveal about ourselves works with
tor, to protect ourselves from spying on us, explore expand speak read free software worldwide
shared anonymity, for our rights, in Russia and here, doug, lesbian bisex queer, lgbq, a novice, the
pride foundation involved in all aspects, helping kids of lgbq parents, camps for them, lesbo health,
scholarship programs, human rights, all deserves a safe environment, mission statement, change the
shame about our sex, now not just the sexual revolution it’s the sexual renaissance a world where our
children are brought up liberated.
Heiman: I cannot separate me from the Kinsey inst, in bloomington, the advocacy of the Kinsey inst non
political but advocates tor the right to do sex research, hard to do, we try to be a trusted source of
information, not enough money to do a broad sex research…
Heiman continues with the important take away for their current global app “Jake said about the right
of anonymity, we tried to do a universal study, pulled by the university, where some sex in certain for
them it puts them at risk, we are working it out right now, worldwide, all sorts of things their doing,
maybe its B&D to know worldwide sex, FBI can spy on anything on phone or web, if we protect
anonymity to the max –within reason--we should be able to do this international sex study, based on
history of Kinsey 18,000 people doing this,
Advocates for youth, crosses over to Kinsey mission, she was in Seattle, research is a cornerstone for
everything.
Legislation to criminalize homosexuality what is the relationship between out and proud and this
mission, need for anonymity, privacy, dangerous like Uganda, a month go he’s been out since college,

very southern Baptist, in Carolina, brought his husband John of 36 years with him, it was very difficult, it
does carry some risk;
Facebook, folks can out us; I travel in middle east, dangerous, privilege to be OUT AND PROUD, privacy is
a privilege, to make that choice; disclosure, technology shouldn’t’ betray us, autonomy most important
thing; speaker “I’m 195% out” you’re like your sister, a swinger retired” “One of my partners is
transgender…My partners and I are some out some in,
HEIMAN: So long as it’s a choice by people. For people who are out, one strategy is to wear a Kinsey Tshirt, which allows the pathetically heterosexual people to be a …0 and then it goes up to 6 in case
anyone is interested.”
Washington is doing something unheard of, re voting??? HEIMAN We had a board meeting of the Kinsey
Institute, he’s openly gay, curator of photographs at the metro museum, don’t forget mostly young
people in this country are doing wonderfully on this issue compared to the older people…its made a
difference with my friends.
Harvey Milk has been an inspiration – and actually the Kinsey Institute, I have one of their shirts. I’m
queer. What marriage means to me. I just want my rights. But when john and I got married in
Vancouver, it was the tug of our hearts, not rights,
Moderator, What’s the role of research in social change?
Heiman: The Kinsey institute can do this; they just come to the ki and tell us everything, they can.
People are hesitant to give the truth on sexuality, skewed, must be anonymous.
Great serious question unpredictable reactions; nyt wouldn’t advertise Kinseys book in female sexuality
because it upset people so much in 1953 and then things started to change, …masters and j, measured,
in the lab, counted orgasms.
Social change interacts with research …. We have huge archives of people’s stories People write up their
sexualities when they’re 95, they have data, records; not everybody of course;
Heiman continues: and if you have information on whether anyone has sexually abused a child or not
you have to give those records over if anyone SUSPECTS that you have that information they can
come and subpoena all your records…but being careful of what kind of information we can accept
that is illegal…I shouldn’t get into that, just to know some of the problems there.
She then points out state universities have to report all the numbers of rapes and such that are reported
in their data collections and if someone types in hundreds of rapes that has to be reported.
GUY? We’ve increased our membership in sex positive group (BD), LIKE 50 SHADES OF GRAY women are
calling, couple, woman calls first, anyone who, huge upswing in sales of perverse stuff, the story 50
shades of gray gives permission, gives us access, women read it, women reading it, just wish it was
better written”

PRIDE FOUNDATION; ALL KINDS of gay men on tv now, fathers, decorators, media is really getting
people used to the fact that
Groser (??Spell) decision advocates use of software for illegal things software producer is liable. He
worked for Kink…his boss was not too bright, this normalizes reality, normalizes my reality.
HEIMAN, BEDROOM CHEATING, Gallup reports, may 2012 affairs were more morally objectionable than
anything 92% said bad; 50 shades of gray, her midlife crisis; novelist doing this in media allows these
things to be talked about, some of these things are sensitive.
Books read by 18-65 novels every few seconds;

WHAT DO WE DO TO ADVANCE A SEXUALLY HEALTHY SOCIETY. His 36 YEARS absolutely
together “marriage” “was not without dalliances of some sort” laughter, clear that this was not
monogamous, or faithful.
2257 laws are being battled, no real name should be given because it sounds like I am saying
“don’t protect children” but he is saying we should be able to cover up our names,
I’m poly I have multiple (trans?) partners--SPEAKING OF CHILDREN, we should raise children in a
sex positive manner, have access to healthy sexual information
HEIMAN, do we emphasize avoiding disease and danger, or do we push the more positive
culture--- as in some Europeans cultures that’s sex positive, Hygiene, you respect your body,
body autonomy, out of diapers, so coercion doesn’t happen. This is sex positive, the
Netherlands solved lots of their negative sex problems, by early positive sex ed,
QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE,
Heiman KINSEY IN THE 50S, “Kinsey valued the rare” 7 million little bugs on little pins, labeled.
Not to equate…academic freedom is not safe, pressure on universities, things get grim,
For me, Kinsey was how I got here, I was in the free love generation, but in the 90s I discovered
a community, Kinsey was responsible for the awareness that it’s all normal. I take a lot of
inspiration from Kinsey.
No background Jacob Applebaum, anonymity

